
How to Make a Toga 

• Don't use a sheet 

• Don't use a sheet 

• Don't use a sheet 

Go to a cloth store and buy some cool cloth and, [shock of the century] SHEETS ARE 

REALLY EXPENSIVE!  CLOTH IS CHEAPER. You can go the cloth store and buy 

several yards of REALLY CHEAP CLOTH and that probably looks a lot cooler than any 

sheets would.  Plus, at the cloth store, you can get some cool fabric that really 

represents your personality. 

 

HOW MUCH FABRIC TO BUY ? 

• Six Yards: this is the official recommendation. I think it's too long. 

• Five Yards: a little closer to reality, but still long, how much draping do you 

want? 

• Four Yards: good enough for a simple man's toga, or a child's toga. Many people 

find FOUR YARDS will do the trick for almost any kind of toga. 

For those of you who have NEVER bought fabric, YOU control how much LENGTH you 

buy, the WIDTH is a standard width that all fabric seems to come in which is about 

five feet wide, roughly. I simply take that width, fold it in half, goes once around my 

waist (a good place to hide a belt), then over the shoulder and just drape from there. 

Here is a drawing that suggests a different shape for the toga, although you'll 

probably being using a rectangular piece of cloth. None-the-less, it might be of some 

help. 



 

It takes about three feet to go around your waist, and you need to wrap it at least 

1.5 times around your waist before you throw the remainder over your shoulder 

(either shoulder). Then bring the fabric back to the waist, and tie it up or wrap it 

some more or whatever. Women will want to tie the fabric carefully to preserve 

modesty around the bustal region. 

The design is simple: The toga cloth is basically long and narrow 

• (Which is why sheets don't work well) 

• Pin one end of it to your waist 

• Wrap it around you at least once 

• Should hang to about the knees 

• Pin it at the waist again, on the right or left side 

• Throw the rest over one shoulder 

• Around the back 

• Pin it at the waist again 

• Wear gym shorts underneath, or whatever you want 

• Sandals, if possible 

• Carry something like a sword 

Now that's the basic design. Used by males at least. Variations used by females 

would be to use the some basic wrap design, of some form, often followed by small 



horizontal bands (leather, chain, whatever), accentuating waist and bust line. Usually 

women want to have the costume at least be attractive. 

Some hints for men and women. 

ACCESSORIZE! ACCESSORIZE! ACCESSORIZE! 

This is what really can make a costume. Guys, find some swords, fake preferably (get 

it at the toy store). Lots of gold chains, amulets, jewelry, you get the idea. 

If you insist on using a bedsheet… 

 

1. Take the corner of a top sheet in one hand. Leave about 6-8" (15 - 

20 cm) to spare. Hold in front of the top of one of your shoulders.  



 

2. Drape the sheet snugly across your chest. Tuck it under the 

opposite (right) arm.  

 

 

3. Shorten if necessary. If the toga is too long for you, fold one 

edge over by six inches (15 cm) or so, and try again. Keep adjusting 

until you get the right length, which is at the knee  

 



 

4. Wrap the toga around your back. Tuck it under the left arm 

and once more around the front of your chest.  

 

 

5. Bring up the second corner. After bringing it across your chest, 

under your right arm the second time and around your back, bring 

the second corner up over your back. Secure the two ends with a 

brooch, pin, or simple knot.  

 



 

6. Secure the layers tightly. Use a couple of hidden safety pins 

inside the toga. Try to make sure they aren't in an uncomfortable 

position.  

 

 

7. Head to the party to show off that nice toga!  

  



 

Women’s Greek Chiton 

 

1. Decide the length of your toga. It is recommended to use a twin sheet, though a full sheet can work 

(especially if you are taller). Fold the sheet lengthwise until it is the desired length of the final dress. 

For a short toga, fold the sheet in half. For a longer toga, fold down only the top 6” to 1’. 

 

2. Fold the sheet in half again. This should be done such that one 

half covers the back of your body and the other half covers the 

front. The folded down section should be at the top and outside of 

the rest of the material.  



 

 

3. Pin the shoulders. Use a single pin for each shoulder or a number of pins. Pin the front section of sheet 

to the back section of sheet where your clavicle meets with your shoulder. You can buy fancy pins for 

the occasion or you can use 2” or similar round button (like political buttons). 

 

4. Place your arm through the hole. A hole should have been formed 

by the pinning on the side where the front of the sheet meets the 

back. Place your arm through this hole.  

 



 

5. Tie the waist. Use string, a ribbon, or a tight fitting belt to tie the waist. You will probably need to 

overlap the open sides a bit before you secure the waist, to ensure that your skin is not exposed. 

 

6. Enjoy your toga! Have fun telling people that this is a historically accurate Greek dress...if you’re into 

that kind of thing. 

  



Sari Style Toga 

 

1. Hold the corner of the sheet hip level at your left side. It should be covering the front of your body, 

and not the back. 

 

2. Wrap the fabric around your back to form a skirt. Wrap until it overlaps the first corner by a few 

inches. 



 

3. Pin it in place. It should fit securely, forming a waist band. 

 

4. Throw the remainder of the sheet over your right shoulder. 

Tips 

• If you are going out in public, be sure to pin it. You don't want it falling off! 

• Use a white twin sheet if possible. This gives the cleanest and most toga-like effect. 

• If you are left handed, you might want to wrap the edge of the bed sheet on your right shoulder 

because it might look better for you. 

• A patterned sheet can add flair, especially when you're trying to be fancier than other fancy 

dress folk. 



• Men need less coverage and the toga should only be about knee length or slightly longer. You can 

wrap yours in the same way but a little looser – no need for safety pins! 

 


